
The Four Functions of a 4 in 1 Skid Steer Bucket Explained

When it comes to getting the most out of your equipment, finding devices with multiple functions is the most 
practical option. A 4 in 1 skid steer bucket attachment combines several key machines into one versatile device. 
As such, you can switch between tasks with ease and never need to change out your attachment. These are the 
four functions of a 4 in 1 skid steer bucket and why it’s important to know

Dozer — Push and Spread Dirt

Equipped with a powerful dozer blade and cutting edge, the four-in-one bucket is incredibly capable during 
dozing projects. These edges cut into the ground easily, allowing you to better push dirt and other materials 
across a job site. They’re also very effective at spreading out dirt or gravel over long distances. As such, they’ll 
come in handy during any type of landscaping, land clearing, construction, or agricultural task.

Bucket — Load Dump Trucks

Like their namesake, these diverse attachments also make great buckets for loading materials into dump trucks. 
Constructed with heavy-duty steel and a powerful hydraulics system, this attachment has an incredibly large 
capacity and unrivaled lifting power. Because of this, they’re essential for projects that require you to lift and 
carry larger quantities of material at once.

Grapple — Grab and Carry Larger Material

Another core function of the 4 in 1 skid steer bucket is as a grapple for lifting other types of material. While the 
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bucket is very effective at handling dirt and other glandular resources, you may find yourself in situations where 
you need to lift oddly shaped items like rocks or brush. Four-in-one bucket attachments have two hydraulic 
cylinders that allow you to open the bucket. With them, you can clamp the jaws down on debris and carry it 
wherever you need.

Versatility – What You Need When You Need It

Above all, the four-in-one bucket attachment offers versatility during your jobs. Whether you’re handling a 
simple plowing project or complex land clearing for construction, this attachment can provide everything you 
need in one clean device. As such, there is no need to change attachments in the middle of the job or waste time 
between tasks.

Don’t settle for less when it comes to your heavy equipment. McLaren Industries’ 4 in 1 skid steer bucket can 
tackle dozing, loading, lifting, and digging like no other singular machine on the market. If you’re looking to 
improve the efficiency of your projects and maximize the quality of your results, you’ve come to the right place. 
Contact us here or give us a call at 800-836-0040 to learn more.
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https://www.mclarenindustries.com/us/en/attachments/skid-steer-4-in-1-bucket---oem-series/36/
https://www.mclarenindustries.com/us/en/request-a-quote/
tel:8008360040

